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--- l. Answerall questions, each in a word orsentence :

'l ) What is the metaphor Tagore uses to signity the flow of time ?

2) Who wrote the bookcendering caste: Through a Feminist Lens?
3) What does Hopkins contrast with the beauty ol nature ?

4) Expand UDHR.

is an Ancient lndian treatise that discusses the importances)
ol torest wealth.

6) What is the FBBM Act ?

4 According to Wordsworth, how do people Iay waste their powers.

8) Who is the Englishwoman Bakha sees with lhe Mahatma ?

9) What does Blake mean by the phrase " mind-forg'd manacles" ?

- 10) Why does Appu refuse to believe Janu's dream about God ?
(10x1='10 Marks)

ll. Answerany eight, each in a short paragraph not exceeding50 words :

11) What is the theme ol Tagore's poem ?

12) What is the "sordid boon" in Wordsworth's'The World is too much with Us" ?
'13) What is Bomila Thapar's attitude to technological innovations ?

14) G-20.

15) What does the poet see and hear in the "chartead" streets ol London ?

16) What signs of modernity do you lind in the village life {eatured in "Oppol" ?
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'14 "And all is seared with trade". What does Hopkins critique here ?

18) Explain Locke's conception ot natural rights.
'19) How does Laura Mulvey theories male gaze ?

20) What is the feeling the Mahatma's story about Uka evokes in Bakha ?

21) What isthe maior difference Amit Bhaduri perceives between the economies
ol lndia and China ?

22) Bakha's leelings on seeing the Mahatma. (8x2=16 Marks)

li l. Answerany six, each in a paragraph not exceeding l OOwords :

23) Thematic parallels in the poems of Wordsworth and Hopkins prescribed tor
study.

24) Examine Blake's attitude towards the city as expressed in his poem "London". --,
25) The politics o{ globalization, according to Amit Bhaduri.

26) The eternal character ol love in Tagore's poem.

27) Caste discriminalion as a human rights condition.

28) The importance ol eco zones in Tamil Sangham literature.

29) The lree market principle ot globalization.

30) The impaci o, the Mahatma's speech on Bakha.

31) Gender socialization. (6x4=24 Marks)

lV. Answerany two, each in aboutthree hundredwords:
32) How does the innocence o{ the child narrator accentuate the pathos ol the

story "Oppol" ?

e3) Summarise the key arguments ol Avinash Jha in 'The Globalized World".

34) Examine the concept of human rights, the conte)d of its evolution and its
contemporary relevance.

35) Critically examine various theoretical approaches to Gendered subjectivity,

discussed in the essay " Gender, Culture and History". (2x15=30 Marks)


